OFFICER TRAINING

CPR, POST DATA, CMD/ADJ FORMS
Learn how to complete annual Legion forms. Hands on support to ensure they are completed right and turned in on time.

FINANCE OFFICER TRAINING
Learn how to present a finance report that is easy to understand, discuss annual tax filings and get hands on support to complete them.

ADJUTANT TRAINING
Learn the proper way to run a meeting, basics of parliamentary procedure, keeping minutes, discuss annual responsibilities to keep your Post on track.

MARCH 9, 2024
9AM-3PM
375 SMITH STREET
MIDDLETOWN, CT

Click the link or scan the QR Code:
https://forms.office.com/r/n7AsvFKAD1

Questions, Contact Mike Kellett
203.673.2745
cmkell89@gmail.com

SCANN TO SIGN UP